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'State of the Nation'
  
Standards for England training DVD on Local Assessments has been sent out to all Councils. A 
training session for Standards Committee members will to be arranged if members wish to view 
the DVD. 
  
New Code of Conduct for Member will be issued Nov/Dec 2009 to take effect May 2010 
  
'Effective Standards Committees'
  
a)  Effectiveness of Committee - Are we making the best use of our resources e.g. 

making effective use of the skills of the members of the Committee? 
Processes of the Committee - Time to deal with complaints. 
Consistency in decision-making. 
Outcomes - What is the impact in terms of the local authority and its citizens? 

  
b) Is the Committee fit for purpose?-  

What was the Committee set up to achieve 
What is the statutory role of the Committee and how has this been interpreted on the 
ground- there is room for manoeuvre and choices to be made 

  
c)  Engagement with stakeholders –  

Internal –  
How aware are officers/ members of other committee about the work of the 
Committee? 
Discussion about the need for meetings with the CE and Leaders. It was considered 
that it would be preferable for the CE and Leaders to come to the Committee as this 
would be more transparent. 
General need for workings of Committee to be transparent. 
 
External –  
Promoting the work of the Committee in the community. It was considered that this 
should be dealt with carefully because of the risk of encouraging complaints. 

  
d)  How does the Committee learn? –  

Need to keep abreast of 'case law' and effective practice 
Engagement with Standards for England  
Formal and informal networking 



Undertaking formal reviews of the effectiveness of the Committee 
Work plan - needs to be developed and refreshed 

                                              
Focus on determinations, sanctions and appeals.
  
Suggested model decision notice handed out - S for E would like Councils to use this and let 
them have any comments  
  
Guidance on decisions to be made by a Case Tribunal where a Respondent has been found to 
have failed to comply with a Code of Conduct also handed out. 
  
Ensure that an investigation report is checked against guidance issued by Standards for 
England 
  
Ensure that at a preliminary stage any interests of members of the Committee are identified. 
  
Bad practice for a member to be represented by a member of the Standards Committee 
  
Sanctions - both Standards for England and the Adjudication Panel issue guidance.  
  
Apologies -  specify wording required and set a time limit. Consider whether it would be 
appropriate to give a suspension but suspend that if apology given within a certain time 
  
Mitigation - previous good service/ honest but mistaken view that not a breach particularly 
where advice taken. 
        
Aggravating factors - dishonesty/ unfairly blaming others/failure to heed appropriate advice 
  
Suspension –  
 
Ensure decision clearly states date of suspension 
 
To pay or not to pay suspended members? - independent remuneration panel at Council 
should consider. 
 
Suspended Member cannot attend meeting as a member but can sit in public gallery and 
exercise same right to speak as member of the public; can blog/twitter but only in personal 
capacity; should not use members' room or represent Council on outside bodies. 
 
Review Council policies to ensure that they deal with the eventuality of members being 
suspended. e.g. allowances/car parking/ IT protocols come to an end at end of period of office 
  
Partial suspension - can be useful but must make clear suspended for all purposes except for 
e.g. coming into attend training with MO 
  
Withdrawing a complaint - need to consider whether it is in the public interest to proceed. If it is 
sensitive e.g. bullying and not a lot of evidence MO can report to Committee saying that there 
is not sufficient evidence and Committee can take no further action. 



 
DAY 2 
  
'Sharing good practice'
  
Ensure you have an induction pack for all Committee members 
  
Ensure you have a recruitment pack for independent members 
  
Robust assessment criteria essential 
  
Members of Committee should attend all Code of Conduct training 
  
Regular training for all Parish and Town Councillors - consider democratic services as first 
point of contact for them about conduct issues 
  
Parish Councils - clerk must get a copy of  assessment as a well as complainant and parish 
member complained about because they are fulfilling the role of a monitoring officer in dealing 
with good governance 
  
' Local assessment - MOs sharing experiences'
  
Group whips - Lambeth have the 3 group whips sitting on the committee and have found this to 
be effective 
  
Political leaflets - if there are any direct quotes this can lead to complaints particularly in the run 
up to elections - useful to warn members 
  
Key problems identified which will be fed back to Standards for England - 
  
1. Vexatious complainants - need for change not considered reasonable that at present need to 
go to local assessment. 
  
2. Very difficult for members to draw the line between local assessment and investigation 
  
3. Role of MO in filtering complaints - reluctance on part of MOs to get involved - guidance 
needed from Standards for England 
  
4. Information to be given to members who are complained about - some authorities are telling 
members the name of the complainant and providing a summary of the complaint whereas 
others are merely advising members that there has been a complaint and the paragraph 
number in the Code which it is alleged has been breached. Guidance needed. 
  
5. Nature of complaint - standardisation of complaint form would be helpful - some Councils are 
using standard form. 
  
6. Budgets – Parish Councils should have to pay where their members are involved. 
  
7. 20 days - not considered a problem as this is a target rather than a deadline. 
  



'Putting the public in the picture'
  
Check what web site says about Standards Committee ( Rossendale given as example of good 
practice)- I have had a look at ours and unfortunately the search facility is being upgraded so it 
is not possible to tell at present how good it is. Should have the following; 
  
Clear explanation of what committee does 
  
Names of committee members kept up to date 
  
Information about Committee work programme 
  
Does web site include decision notices and other information  to publicise how the Council 
deals with complaints 
  
Is Code of Conduct published? 
  
Is there a link to Standards for England website? 
  
Does the website promote the value of high standards in public behaviour? 
  
Things to do: 
  
Develop a media protocol with communications team 
  
Agree a plan to communicate with/engage staff and all Councillors on standard issues 
  
Media training for members of Standards Committee 
  
Develop clear messages  
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